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We inadvertently included an erroneous factor in the previous calculation of turbulent energy (Eturb), resulting in approximately
a factor of two discrepancy in our reported value of Eturb. The correct equation and resulting value are Eturb=
M V 3.6 103
16 ln 2 cloud turb
2 45
( ) D = ´ erg. Correspondingly, it follows that this equals about one-half of the gravitational potential
energy for the same region, and is approximately ﬁve times greater than the total energy of identiﬁed outﬂows in the region (without
correction for inclination angle).
Only a couple of other calculations that we reported depend on this value of Eturb. The turbulent dissipation rate, which is given by
L E tturb turb diss= , should be L 2 10turb 32= ´ erg s−1 (assuming still that the dissipation time is t 5.7 10diss 5= ´ yr). Finally, the
ratio r L L 2.3L out turb= = (r 7.7L = , with 57 .3x =  ).
Qualitative results remain the same as we reported previously: “...the ratio rL is greater than one, signifying that in this region the
outﬂows have more than enough power to be an important agent for the maintenance of turbulence.” This erratum only impacts
Section 4.2 of the original publication.
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